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Fish-ism and orthodox fish-ism 

The pescatarian 
the metaphors of fish-ism for having fished 

landed 
rewarded 

letting out a line 

nor to outfish these waters 
here 

orthodoxy may be a long term outlook including 
children 

one can surround themself with waters 

one can assume there are fish and 

never go hungry 

about fish 
fish are slimy 
some fish are bony 

whether fish think 
fish smell 

whether I would like to live underwater 
no 

I like a good cod sandwich on friday nights however 

and fries 

I prefer coca cola 

halibut is alright for battering 

pickled herring is alright 
require boats 
northern waters 
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On people that deliver mail 

there are couriers and there are daily scheduled deliverers 

the latter of which I will address presently 

daily scheduled drivers wear uniforms 

I look in my mailbox after three thirty daily and not on sundays 

one mailwoman knew me by name and would say hello 

u s postal carriers drive on the right hand side of their vehicle 

a petite woman from a private delivery service delivered a very large cardboard 
box and was nearly to my door and I asked if I may be of assistance and she 
said _no_ I get paid to do this 

and trains 
and planesand shipstrucks 

the woman letter carrier walking the mail in comfortable shoes and 
the paperboy delivering newspapers 
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The light makes a sound when it switches from yellow to red and red to green 

Midnight 

and there is no wind 

and there is no traffic 
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Paucity two 

An insufficiency of their water is their address 

and honey and 

creme de menthe 

winter comes snow covers the region 

and to count potatoes may or may not be necessary 

a market economy indicates supply demand 
cost 

rarity 
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Puerile 
Beachwalk 
the washed sand near the surf 
flat and 
where the sandcastles are built with 
pails and shovels 
the uneven 
the slow walk 

I enjoy the rolling waves the sound of rolling waves 
one by one a waves upon a bare feet 

were childlike to enjoy nature and 
one drifts in thought 
soon 
the sun goes down as nature and 
the stars 
[then] 

I watched a jellyfish still alive 
stuck on the sand near the water 
I resisted poking it with a stick of driftwood and 
a shell 
smoothe on the inside 
sunbleached on the exterior 

there are beach umbrellas which may or may not serve a purpose and 
behind the beach umbrellas 
tallgrass 

nature is many forms and 
to say childlike among I say 
there is no flood no dark clouds to concern a moment 
admire 
appreciate 
drift 

the horizon is a shipping vessel 
the horizon is a line between water and sky and 

a sounds are expected 
a texture of sand is expected 
the december water is cold as expected 
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Am past being 

Am 

[need I elaborate] [ 

[question] 
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Curriculae 

Curricula ends in a 

a student never hears the word curriculae 
a student never hears a words lesson plans 

curriculae is 
suspended 
from the clouds a teacher plucks curriculae 
offers curriculae to 
students 
all of autumn all of springtime 
christmas new years off 
summer off 
three pm to seven am monday through friday three pm friday through seven am 
monday off 

curriculae lets itself out 
the library 
the research 

curriculae is evaluated 

and there were curriculae prior 
foundational 
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A rant from afar 

The peripatetic and 
with reason 

[not desirable 
[the peripatetic will get nothing from a rant 

was the municipal zoo 
nor north american animals 

and the bald eagle aged and dampened in color and within a cage twelve feet by 
twelve feet by twenty feet tall 
from canada 

the lions africa 
the tigers siberia 
nor mountain lion 

the camels etcetera 
admirable and expected at municipal zoos 

I like wild rice 
I have heard of wild rice softened with boiling water and stirred with milk and 
sweetness is enjoyed by infants 

who eats wild rice 
inna zoo 
I do not know nor the concession stand 

the aviary is 
a forest 
butterflies included the 
conservatory 

there is so much to see in a city of moderate size 

resembled a school crossing guard with energy a traffic officer 
found a place resembling a volunteer with established hours 
[unauthorized 
set up camp pointing various directions to others [the polar bear direction] 
[the riparians] 
north america animals [question] 

the zoo closes at five pm 
daily 
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On governance in the eighteen hundreds when governance were optimism 
A pockets of civilization brought from various places those having found an 
unpopulated rurality rich in soil and those having left a former comfort for 
improved living in an elsewhere unfamiliar and introduced by a relatively new 
government structure equal to a democracy in france and with its own challenges 
and history 

a pockets of civilization may be a segregated entirety of a nation and 
difficult to debate an idea of voting for officials as representatives to 
establish laws and morality which need not exist though symbolically as 
communities were too distant to communicate though to hear of news of regional 
places eventual by way of lettered printing presses printing news including 
advertisements and handbills posted 

optimism is an enlightened mind and without distraction and when there is no 
cause to resolve and or reconcile a minds are naturally constructive and with 
an existing resources are utilized in cities in rural areas to the desired ends 
of the minds and such ends are reinforced by governing officials if the minds 
are so willing to be reinforced 

a distance atween elected officials in geopolitical centers and their 
constituents was a matter of logistics 

to say governance is natural may or may not be accurate to say governance is 
required may or may not be accurate though a buds of the eighteen thirties are 
the governances of present day 

optimism to say there were no annoyance nor thought of one hundred years future 
considering an agreeable origins of democracy in the north american states 
predating the civil war 

agreeable to say a formal politics need exist particularly in a burgeoning 
capital environment inwhich roads schools are considered civil 

and churches exterior to politics a part of societal fabric 

I mention nature as resource 

I mention human nature among nature as resource 

a communities once distant are connected by paths roads and reason such as 
commerce sightseeing and a rurality atween communities a citizens who may or 
may not have attended church in communities on sundays and voted on various 
tuesdays 
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Aright 

The listing ship arighted when 

the tide returned 

uprighted 

aright nor 

previous and 

aright 

now 

the aright vessel newly painted 

_aright_ 

above the propeller the opposite side as 

the wooden maiden at the prow had 

no crew 

no nets no interest in nets no interest in traps and 

the harpoon was rust and decorative 

the captain in 

rain gear rubber tied beneath chin hat knee high boots 

pipe in her mouth in her hand mentions 

been stuck on low tide 

previous 

aright 

wait it out 

a tides are not the weather you know 

a ship can only list so far when there is no water 
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The thing re variable pronouns may or 

May not be 

the thing 

re pronouns 

themselves [itself a pronoun 

referential to 

the thing 

is 

referentiality 

and an audients are asked no question 

whether 

a scheduled presentation from four pm unto five pm 

may or may not remain attended until five pm were there 

no 

referentiality 

presented 

eg 

black freedom 
I am all for it 
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Interpretations and expression 

Having established sensation and perception were 

interpretation 

expression 

were hermeneutics literary were hermeneutics conversational 

were response literary were conversational 

were art answerable were art original and answerable 

the framed painting 

the ekphrast the poet 

the painter as painter is response to the painter 

art and answerability [bakhtin] 

were literature 

and say sensation and perception do not require interpretation and expression 

and say sensation and perception require interpretation and expression 

the color of a clouds a darkening 

an address were the umbrella 

appreciation were the dimensionism of painter ed mell a gathered clouds upon a 
four foot by four foot canvas half of an upper portion a wistful and darkening 
clouds above a desert landscape the other upper portion a clear radiant sky 
above the same desert landscape differently lit and without a differently 
clouded ambience within the single canvas an appearance of wind in a painting 
[how] and there is no painter’s mention of civilization nor my consideration of 
a desolative barren environment 

having established sensation and perception were 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

and the easel overlook sight thirty miles to the distance appreciation for the 
painter to have chosen the location including the time of day in regards to 
natural lighting and were there thought of looking toward an expected weather 
in the newspaper in regards to a desire of precipitation in an interest of what 
will be anticipated as sense as perception having chosen a physical perspective 
interpretation in planning for weather and lighting is not interpretation of 
the [moment] in front of the painter visually as will be interpreted when a 
physical presence is realized and expressed as paint on canvas I mention 

[captured] a painting will not change upon a painter’s finality 

though natural degradation of the material in which the painter painted with 

a painting completed the observer of the same painting a different environment 
the painting in a sixty degree fahrenheit gallery properly lighted as galleries 
are to view paintings 

sensation and perception precede interpretation and answerability 

a choice of an environment in regards to sensation and perception are an 
artist’s decision in which [creation] ie the painting is painted in a 
deliberate environment including the model object of the painting were located 
within 

were the gallery the controlled environment inwhich the painter’s environment 
is presented by a curator the gallery may be a room inwhich wall colors and 
lighted thought are passive to the painting as material object and the 
representation of the painter’s original [moment] [captured] [object] and were 
it a subject in regards to eg nature [particular nature] and without thoughts 
of civilization though the painting exists is to say a painter exists 

appreciable and foreign to say a painting is presented one thousand miles from 
the nature of original inspiration is to admire an elsewhere and a style of an 
artist is and is not a critical consideration by a gallery goer 
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Nym 

The pseudo 
nor 
referential 

the wooden telephone pole 
the hammer stapler 
the flyer 
[catchy] 
[propaganda 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole 

the wooden telephone pole the next 

the wooden telephone pole the hammer stapler 
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Who said [get him up] 

license is license [ 

bracket get him fed 

who said [get him up] 
four thirty am twelve two two thousand twenty two 

who said [get him up] 
I was up at four am as I do 

who said [get him up] what is [up] 
a conceptual consideration regarding the nfl I do not watch football 
an elevational consideration a twelve thousand feet above sea level mountain is 
the highest I have hiked 
an altitudinal consideration a thirty eight thousand feet above sea level is 
the highest I have cruised in a jumbo jet 
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Quiesce 

On the prefix 

a prefix requires object 

on the game of chess I prefer the cloth roll sixty four square black and white 
unfolded on a table two players across the table sixteen pawns eight white 
eight black the rooks square knights on the rim are grim bishops queen may be 
all moving the king of the opponent knocked over wins the game check the player 
with the certainty of their own checkmate may or may not knock over their own 
king to conclude the game I prefer the cloth playing board because it can be 
rolled and is easy to travel with I prefer a standard size and weight pieces of 
synthetic durable material that they not be damaged in travel and may or may 
not be recognized as standard by chess associations I have not played a game of 
chess with the two clock gameclock with the timer buttons on top of each player 
clock to limit game time 
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[They] just keep going around learning 
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On the varieties of offel 

Liver 
would require a dissection to find among the innards 
I did not like liver as a child and left liver mostly uneaten when served liver 
twenty five years later I visited norway and ordered whale liver and have no 
plans to try liver again 

I watched a pbs documentary inwhich an old family milk cow was no longer 
productive or with age bovine issues and the family farmer euthanized the 
beloved bovine of many years and immediately cooked the heart of the animal the 
family farm was in alaska 

were it sheep intestines and another species to be cleaned and used for sausage 
casing 

brains may or may not have been eaten by the fictional character indiana jones 
in one of the raiders of the lost ark movies 

steamed blue crabs offel essentially explodes in the steaming process and when 
eaten the exoskeletal shell removed the offel is yellow and is called mustard 
and can be eaten by someone in annapolis maryland using their small finger 
fingernail 

I consider the abdomen of an animal species the offel area of the animal 
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I got nothing for agnostics regarding religion 

So what [exclamatory] 
these are joel’s jewish milk crates 
these are your catholic milk crates 
these are my lutheran milk crates 

and in waiting [exclamatory] 
irish whiskey 
mine is rc cola stands for royal crown 
similar to coca cola in carbonation and flavor 
frequently less expensive than coca cola 
wawa’s should be opening soon 

and in waiting [exclamatory] 

want a sip 

still dark 
what time is it 
ever had a timex timex has indiglo 
so what time is it 

I am catholic 
so what 
just wanted to confess 

I am agnostic 

crate to sit on [question] 
from around back 
thanks 

my timex says seventeen minutes 
are you familiar with the antifederalist papers I had never heard of the 
antifederalist papers 
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On inexpensive hotels with brick walls clean linens bathroom metal key to the 
numbered door arriving at ten pm and departing at six am and twenty four hour 
denny’s next door 
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The acronym scuba 

on acronymism 
were west point chapel cadets in uniform 
fubar snafu 
could be lipstick on the interior of the aircraft carrier chapel room four 
floors below deck written 

_ 

self contained underwater breathing apparatus 

some barren seafloors 

and it gets dark the deeper 

and submarines one mile deep 

and submarines two miles deep 

and submarines three miles deep 

implode 

the weight of water can be measured 

lbs kilos [are no acronyms] 

psi 

per square inch 

were psi measured on the interior of the submarine to know 

the exterior 

weight of water 

regarding 

the planning for the recognition of an exterior weight of water upon a fallible 
vessel with necessary metre to indicate two point nine nine miles deep has not 
been reached because the depth metre at two point nine eight existed last time 
without psi metre to indicate nearly there [though] 
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Untitled 

Education of education education for education or education itself 

what is curriculum were there no physical school 

does curriculum exist were the parents the teachers of an home school 

need the word curriculum exist in regards to education 

need education exist to be educated 

school districts require curriculum to say 

a child is introduced to education as kindergarten in a building called a 
school which may have a sign in the front of the building saying washington 
elementary school a child attends grades one two three four five six in the 
same building and with a different teacher [curricularist] grades seven eight 
nine ten eleven twelve a student attends six periods / classes per day each 
with a different teacher [curricularist] and earns a diploma at age eighteen 
and is legally considered an adult 

the entire thirteen years to earning a diploma may be considered curriculum 
an introduction to education as kindergarten may be considered curriculum 
each of the twelve years before earning a diploma may be considered curriculum 
a teacher is the curricularist 
a teacher designs curriculum 
a teacher designs a lesson plan 
a lesson plan may be planned as a three week lesson one hour each day of the 
monday through friday school week from eight am to four pm there is a twenty 
five minute break for lunch and two outdoor playground recesses of fifteen 
minutes each through sixth grade lunch and recesses are not considered 
curriculum there are no recesses in grades seven eight nine ten eleven twelve 
though there are five minute sounded bellringing loudly throughout the school 
building five minutes afore a class starts starts and when the scheduled class  
at eight am begins five minutes after the first bell a second bell sounds that 
a student plan to be in class by the time the second bell rings at eight am and 
again for the remaining five periods of the school day is four five minute ‘to 
the next class in five minutes’ breaks and a lunch break of twenty five 
minutes. 
a lesson plan for the fifteen day one hour per day three week class is 
curricularly divided into each day of the fifteen is considered curriculum and  

[cont] 
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[cont] 
is planned for in the entirety of the lesson plan which is differently 
considered in regards to the idea of curriculum though curriculum differently a 
lesson plan planned for eg sixth grade class of twenty students called ecology 
may have readings of middle reader authors fiction and nonfiction that may be 
considered enjoyable a teacher may include a lecture on recycling reforestation 
environmentalism a teacher may discuss whole healthy food such as grains 
vegetables the economics of food production found at grocery stores written 
assignments such as a one page penmanship considered and subject considered 
assignment at the end of the fifteen day lesson as having taught the prior 
fourteen days the teacher may organize a nature walk and tell the classroom of 
twenty students to bring your raincoats as it may rain the teacher’s choice of 
lesson plan subject is curriculum conceptually the teacher’s evaluation of the 
lesson plan presented may be abcdf the teacher’s evaluation of the lesson plan 
presented may be ‘satisfactory’ written at the top of the cover page of a 
xeroxed [that twenty pieces of paper not be rewritten though each of the 
evaluations for each of the twenty eleven year olds are personalized in teacher 
handwriting to be given to each student {called _rubric_ professionally 
regarding various considerations of curriculum lesson plans} the blank xeroxed 
rubric is for the students’ to receive an evaluation which serves to the 
student as a numbered list of the entirety of the three week’s activities of 
which each activity may be individually evaluated within the fifteen day lesson 
[list resembling the teacher’s rubric list of activities for the fifteen days 
of the teacher’s official rubric the teacher may handwrite an evaluation or 
‘note’ for each of the list of the fifteen day activities in handwriting for 
each of the teacher’s twenty students each with their own evaluative studentry 
with the curricularly predetermined evaluation notes which are part of the 
curricular planning process before the fifteen day graded lesson begins the 
lesson plan for the ecology curriculum is given to the student after the final 
day of the ecology lesson one hour lesson is completed and not before the 
teacher having chosen the subject and title of the lesson presented as idea 
before the fifteen day lesson begins is part of a curricular decision of 
whether to mention ‘the ecology lesson’ starting eg ‘next monday and will last 
three weeks until three fridays’ the importance of particular attention to a 
particular lesson plan may be applied to the identical lesson in next year’s 
sixth grade class 

a math lesson evaluation regarding plus minus multiplication division cannot be 
disputed eg 1+1=2 of ten questions every morning to ‘start the day’ a graded / 
scored completed test of seven is seventy percent written on the top of the 
page and returned to the student within fifteen minutes of the student having 
completed the mentioned test and a new test the following morning every day of  

[cont] 
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[cont] 
the school year the cumulative evaluation of one semester’s ‘morning math test’ 
are calculated and end of semester grades are recorded with other subjects 
reading home economics science art a curriculum of standard school board voted 
subjects as teacher evaluated a grade report of all subjects taught in the 
semester are sent to parents as a standard end of semester evaluation in the 
united states postal office mail in which the grade report received by a 
parents who may or may not share the grade report from the teacher with their 
sixth grade child 

[untitled] 
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The grand canyon cannot be seen from the saddle 
Not the north rim 
the grand canyon trust building is the former museum director’s home 
and 
by the way 
does your daughter have 
a vagina 

_ 

I have no gratitude for the uninvited 

_ 

the grand canyon trust incl trust incl trust is about the watershed of the 
colorado plateau colorado river watershed and is an advocacy organization 

_ 

on daughtering the velvet revolution 

does your daughter have 
a vagina 

whether she agrees or not 
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Flogging oneself on general principle 

Not because one wants to 
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Glyph 

Pictoglyph     ink on paper 
petroglyph     carved stone 
hieroglyph     painted fresco 

on two cool coffeecups I had 
in the past 
too big for coffee 
consumption 
man in the maze 
seti 
because 
I use my cup for coffee 
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Trouble is ink on paper 

Trees 
cuttlefish 

excess landfill of unwanted books nineteen fifty seven through nineteen seventy 
three 
dumpsters and the efficacy of recycling old mark twain books 

whether william rehnquist was asleep at president clinton’s impeachment trial 
that president clinton was not present at though procedure may or may not have 
called for the impeachment in the winter of nineteen ninety nine at the 
washington district of columbia capital where a single court stenographer 
typing on her ibm selectric II electric typewriter onto white paper I would 
imagine was present every day william rehnquist was sleeping at age eighty five 

I still send christmas cards nor find cardmaking enjoyable 
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The water is what I was thirsty for not the glass of water 
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On the cupidity of newt gingrich 

I say eros nevertheless 
psyche’s 
was a golden box not a 
pandora’s box 

and 

I am nearly halfway through your book recommendation of two thousand and one 
_democracy in america_ 
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On pink elephant gifts 

The old testament 
having never been introduced to the new testament 
may or may not be startling 
the golden rule do unto others may at face value not appear to be the old 
testament 

on sharecropping 
the rented farm 

on melba the brain 

is not the same as the same as the theatrical performance though 
I read the book in one day 
in one sitting 

and biopsychology is not the central nervous system 
like central nervous system is 
the central nervous system like telemark skiing is the telemark skiing 

and goulash 

who guts a blue gill though to eat an half dollar found at sturgeon bay as 
change from a book sale 

so what 
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No one has ever offered me castor oil 

And the placebo for placebo 

there may or may not be a taste for peanut butter and brown sugar sandwiches 
and 

campbell’s tomato soup 

topical iodine is important for a scraped knee with or without the merthiolitic 
blow from someone important and 

ingestible iodine in a traveling container for nonpotable water capful 
[question] of the same canteen found at 

puddles 

the same puddles found at 

natural grass miniature golf 

with the plastic dinosaurs jurassic is mesozoic not certainly and 

the pink feminine elephant southward from minneapolis 

I have never tasted castor oil though no one has ever offered me castor oil and 

topically 

castor oil may or may not be found at grocery stores and is castor oil 

plant 

mineral 

animal 

osteichthic 

fish to consider for fish friday I say those with gills and fish friday I had 
always considered social and in relation to the abstinence of meat because a 
woman in the driver’s seat not the mercury said order of the preachers before I 
heard of dominicans and she said fish is fish though not the time she said fuck 
driving by something or otherbatting cages called seventy five miles per hour 
batting cage with or without helmet and I appr3eciat3ed the ash tray 
nearbythough 

fathertimmerman and 

castor oil 

were castor oil fish what reason would I apply topically 

were castor oil mineral what reason would I topically apply 
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And since my research into castor oil 

No one has ever offered me castor oil 

as placebo or otherwise 

not at metcalfe’s once called sentry and an insurance sentry theatre auditorium 
I heard the u s poet laureate billy collins and 

at hyvee where I have food from the shelf in the restaurant for breakfast afore 
I grocery shop the castor oil was where expected and may or may not be 
topically applied 

iodine may be applied topically and ingested 

I have seen movies inwhich castor oil is one teaspoon every morning and the 
child receiving the castor oil may or may not use the same castor oil to 
lotionize their hands I am not familiar with other topical uses 

my bottle of castor oil has the lotion mention on the label of the eighteen 
dollar bottle ofwhich the hyvee questionee showed me the bottle in the lotion 
area 

I have not opened my bottle of castor oil yet and 

placebo I considered peanut butter and brown sugar more comfort food 

with 

wonder bread the kind with the colored polka dots about the label 

castor oil does not taste bad I have tasted worse and 

lotion makes sense though I have not used castor oil as lotion as of yet 
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bronze sculptures plaster sculptures 

the bronze were painted the plaster was painted 

that six were feminine that one was masculine and 

there were titles for all and 

one was dying gaul 
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I had the window seat 

And a box in the overhead bin 

do I now sound like a storyteller 

the person next to me was reading a book 

_not unusual_ so 

I fell asleep awhile looked out the window 

the drone of engines head leaned against the window eyes open 

it is not meditation to sleep to that which drones 

I use a medicine ball upon which I kneel sit my butt upon the surface of the 
medicine ball though my butt bears no weight upon the medicine ball upright 
posture straight back consider shoulders the entire vertebrae having 
established proper position hands upward and comfortable upon one’s upper 
thighs establish a timeline I choose twenty minutes and when I am prepared to 
begin I start my yoga timer and sit in the same position and after twenty 
minutes makes a chime I choose a deliberate style of meditation were I to 
formally meditate and 

to fall asleep on the plane is 

relaxing as a bicycle pedal in one direction twenty miles at a cadence on 
pavement and 

the drone of the engine 

the clouds the anaesthetics of the clouds thirty eight thousand feet 

looked to my right the book she was reading was _bearing the cross_ 

I closed the window slide shade leaned back 

landed 

she unpacked her overhead and 

I with mine 
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I once stole a votive holder though it was only the candle within 

Practically 
pragmatically 
jumped off the table and became glass cracked 
within and 
the votive candle into my pocket 

home the candle the 
dare 

light this candle 
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I once used a batday bat at the batting cage whether I did or not 

thirty inches 
may or may not have said louisville slugger and 
I hit unpopped corn kernels one at a time and when 
I found it later in the garage with 
the chunks of stone taken out and 
I do not know what happened to 
it 

I once gave glass bottle grape jelly and orange to 

an offering at the feeder 
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Missus baron and I once stood outside of bookmans circa nineteen ninety seven-
ish and were we smoking additive free tobacco or organic tobacco there used to 
be a tab in the filter for smokers preferring menthol 

you do not say 

And that is all 
is how it ended and 
we kept standing 

did you know bookmans has .25 espresso 

floated [ ? 
onna raft 

to 

lee’s ferry]? and 

I enjoyed john steinbeck and 
rocinante I am 
not quite through 

I was wearing gloves in winslow too and 
I can double l and umlaut just fine as for 
the squiggly e 
rene knew professor kliebard as well 

though 

professor schrag gave me ten dollars to 
get a snack for the break 

last time was an utz in the moving desk listening to 
professor pekarskey 

though at 

the pyle auditorium 
professor schrag one row and two seats to the right where 

another day martin espada spoke in the lobby while another woman twice my age 
was two seats to the right I said 

I have my own recording equipment and 

hulk the green monstor is or is not acceptable in the mfa program professor 
apple and 

btw 

that chain link is climbable and 

bruce dethlefson of montello monticello friends of monticello public library 
handed me a paper forty dollar check and I chose bonfire of the vanities I 
still have 

nineteen ninety seven I sold a chapbook for a paper check 
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If you are not looking down when you are pissing you are not looking down 

And as for flat rocks and 

jackelopes 

one makes a sound 

I once romped a fifteen passenger van inwhich there were eleven inquisitively 
attractive women and attractive women as well nor quite senile 

three got out of the sliding door and 

met us one hundred feet later and regarding 

square homes and round homes an 

interesting discussion after 

I once had a cdl endorsement on my driver’s license though did not care to 
renew upon moving out of state where 

I once saw michael johnson run the one hundred and two hundred not far from 

mac court not far from 

jesse jackson in nineteen ninety two 
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Am I looking for love in my graduate application 

When I arrived 
when I arrived 
when I arrived 

I was not looking for love 
I was in a familiar environment 
she was attractive and did not wear panties to the small theatrical production 
she invited me to and 
she had a tongue ring nor 
visible tattoos and 
the first qualifying attraction that caught my eye showed me her underpanties 
as is commonly frequent to say that a poet should stand at a podium and imagine 
richard roe and fran rall naked while they speak into the microphone with an 
other audience [the same audience] also naked and or wearing panties nor as 
they are in an interest of concerted poetry reading into a microphone as if to 
feel at ease speaking comfortably 
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Dear mother and father 

Were I hear to send you off I would not have traveled to the saint louis arch 
anyway memphis this time I suppose I recently heard of the new u s poet 
laureate this time a native american 

and I have a new favorite movie the shining 

and I know I invited you to pulp fiction because I thought it was cool when I 
saw it prior 

by the way I like beaches too 

see you next christmas 

be well nannoo nannoo good tidings 

btw 
I earned ten dollars for an one hour hospice center fica what do you think 
about social security anyway prussia otto something this or that has escargot 
otto von bismarck if I am not mistaken 

I have a book for you to offer it is bertrand russel history of western 
civilization the middle third [and if you were not to return the book to me in 
six months at barnes and noble I would purchase another copy] 

so farewell gootenmahaben thanks for the frazzled fish and all have an umlaut I 
should eat now fish friday do gilled clams count I say yes 

btw 
see you soon 

btw I get mine at pic n sav was once titled copps kopps and whole foods has 
some too 
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For when the wind blows 

Hiked into wilderness knowing and the last let down among 
snowfall 

relaxed unto and 

night 

the last 
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For having learned to learn 

Were it said 
I have learned and 

the next foundation thus upon 
foundations 
can be said 

for having learned to learn 

history thus and 

an approach to history were one’s own 

lens [reese] and 

the comparativist from athens 

danced with his wife at age seventy five 

I am told 

and why would I read anthropology 

and why would I read divinity 

and if you are not looking down when you are pissing you are not looking down 
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Gripple 

Moonshine 
wort 
a grained distillation I saw a movie proper 
a mason jar for 
the neighbor 

and were the eggs over easy for starch 

where I come from most often 
fried potatoes 
including 
hash browns though 
gripple is not as important with ketchup though 
syrup 

and the grocery store 
the round cardboard box just like 
oatmeal quaker 
oatmeal 

gripple quaker 
gripple 

and were waffle house near the highway toward 
nashville 
gripple and 
I ate most of it with 
cream 

while traveling 
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The first day of winter is the longest day of the year and in four season 
climates 

But cold 
damp 
officially to mention december twenty 
an occasional snowfall 
sweater weather 
brisk pace breath a 
sharpness to hello 

I once 
jumped into an accumulated snowfall a drift from 
a second story rooftop at 
age eight and 
did not reach the ground for the depth of the snow and 
jumped once again into the same snowdrift until 
I got cold and 
soaked my feet in lukewarm water 

spring comes a lake ice recedes and 
only the middle is surfaced 

only clouds in nashville this 
nineteenth day of december two thousand and twenty two and 

tomorrow 

the first day of winter 
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She peeled down her cigarette Army style, and then headed toward the pier.  (JD 
Salinger © 1948)  [down at the dinghy] 

A destination smoke in regards to the destination a smoker plans to smoke may 
include an approach in a particular way 

one such approach is _the peel_ approach inwhich a smoker as standard approach 
prepares the cigarette which will be smoked at the destination 

of _the peel_ approach ways is the Army style peel approach in which 
standardization is particularly important 

[question] what tobacco is offered for sale at the canteen 

[question] is there a particular time established by authority to smoke 

[question] understanding a new locality may or may not be relevant to the 
actual smoking of a cigarette were it understood in the _Army style peel_ 
approach that no particular destination such as fifty feet away near the 
lamppost with the galvanized bucket what remains of smoking is important when a 
new destination exists as required thus a new galvanized bucket may or may not 
be necessary though the approach as planned in a new environment upon a 
physical determination of a smoking location a same approach is the same for 
all environments assuming one is able to ignite a flame to light the cigarette 
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First light 

Were dark the night with 
stars and 
notice 
there were no stars again 
first light 
an hazened approach of twilight eventual 
crepuscular 
a lightened sky and 
the east 
the lighted orb the sun 
rise 
starts the lighted day 

is said an hour afore 
sunrise is 
the coldest to lay within a sleeping bag and 
to dress 
having planned to dress were exhilarating 
were efficiency 
thus 

nor true to mention 
a sunrise is an opposite sunset 
for similar colors to each sunset are lent to 
ground temperature among other 
factors and 
sunrise from 
the perspective of night is 
cold 
and with its own colors 

and five minutes for an entire sunset from a rooftop 
and five minutes from the sun’s first appearance breaking crepuscular to be 
fully seen for 
the remainder of the day 
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On the marble bench in the national forest 

Rested 
and the view and 
set among the pines 
nor footpath near and 
with no invitation 
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Gaslight 

The modest home I lived in growing up 
the only gaslamp in the neighborhood 
twenty four hours per day every day I live in the home and 
the mantle was never changed 

The boomerang on the neighbor’s roof 

Were successfully boomeranged prior and 
left it where it was 

The salamander within the water shut off plastic rectangular miniature manhole 
cover 

Was common and 
catchable 
was once a waterdog 

and the horny toads under volcanic rocks do not bite and 
I have never seen an horny toad spit blood from its eyes 
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The authoritative numerologist 

I too mention ethnoastronomy though not until after 
I mention my own constellation 

as to numerology operatively speaking how many 
[all the stars] 
I mention yesterday 
[all the stars] 
I mention today 

operatively speaking 
scatterplot three dimensions 

[all the stars] 
in an hour I mention is 

a large representative presentation 

[metaphoric] 
to quantify 
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New book 

Brought from a bookstore the name on the plastic bag 
the receipt for a bookmark 
the title it were 
had me 
look further 
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Churchgoing as flogging 

And 
go in peace 

With a smile 

were denny’s and cinnamon rolls and by 
midweek 
a guilt for 
no particular reason 

I saw the good posture pray-er and 
the cantor nor 
organist 
last week though 
the organ on occasion nor last week 

for christmas pot roast and 
the traditional out of town mass where 
I once saw ground clouds afore 
sunrise 

a ritual 
the seasons are and 
wonder bread and  
salad 
christmas I 
already spent in nashville this year 

two thousand and twenty two 
after the death of christ 
common era 
I too recognize before common era 

that 
an eye for an eye license is license becomes 
turn the other cheek and 

the homily as 
divine 

go in peace were not ritual until and 
after 
the chalice is prepared for next week 
again 
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A dot among systemia 

A teleologics of systemia and 
the old stone cabin near 
the infield of 
the extracurricular area 

the nature of antiquities a nature of antiquities itself may be 
conversational among 
systemics 

nor there is a soul within the cabin 
a lock on the door nor 

nor memorial placard on the door just 
old 
and nearby what is attention 
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Walks around with a parrot that talks [bob dylan] 

The simple twist of fate 
the frazzled woman carried a fish and 

said 
something 

shaved ice for me and the ocean near winter though 
an hot day anyway 

there is a kite store I have mentioned 

the waves curl like summer 
still 

say crash though curl to watch the top at 
the same point every underwater 

the same sound at night and without visibility 

idiot wind and 
to say other is responsible is when I too find 

my favorite hat to amble where 
I amble 

bob dylan was awarded the nobel prize in literature in two thousand and tens 
thereabout 

mentions christmas on his christmas album and 

egg nog 

with irish whiskey and honey wine with slow cooked pot roast this 

christmas 

I have never been to sweden and 
imagine fjords and sea elevations similar to norway as nordic 

[I saw a rainbow from a boat in norway] and 
[enjoyed] [it] 
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Iceskating  [december two thousand twenty two] 

Once second hand hockey skates in the corner with no word 
size nine or ten and I size six ish 
the lake froze in winter as they do and a spot of ice without snow mostly 
smooth 
extra socks a cold day I floppily skated six hours 

skied in another geographic learned edging and quick to catch on to rockered 
hockey roller blades resembling the black canvas hockey skates I recall from 
nineteen ninety 

a park nearby with hills for sledding 
a rink house with skate rentals for the outdoor rink 
municipal 
a pair of hockey skates from a second hand store just my size new laces 
sharpened the blades 

hockey skaters can slide sideways on their three millimeter blades and engage 
an edge to stop quickly and move in another direction and spray ice called 
hockey stop hockey players move a puck into the goal of the opponent and a 
defense manoeuvres as agilely to defend the goal from having the puck hit with 
an hockey stick into the net the blades of hockey skates are rounded the length 
of the blade when viewed from silhouette profile and the blade on each foot is 
called _rockered_ because of its upside down rainbow shape 

accelerating with hockey skates is not accelerating with figure skates or 
olympic speed skating clap skates because of the shape of the blade[s] which 
touch the ice 

I skated at a municipal rink fifteen years ago and the free skaters with rental 
skates skated in a clockwise direction I skated at a roller rink twenty two 
years ago and the free roller skaters with rental skates skated in a 
counterclockwise direction around the hockey sized rink each with boards 

lake ice may have formed with wind and may be _choppy_ ice as were a liquid 
wave to have frozen and may be unskateable lake ice and open lake ice on a lake 
of two miles diameter that is skateable may be an enjoyable distance skate 

ice may freeze in december 

ice may remain frozen year round at indoor hockey rinks with zambonis 

municipal outdoor elver park is five miles from my home I plan to bring my own 
skates 
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_Social intercourse_ 

Were to sound kinky and 

in the affairs of becoming I recall 
a penmanship is applied to literature eventually 

in the social affairs of a nation becoming having 
paused briefly in admiration upon 
a constitution 
were a matter of comparative chronologies that 
seventeen seventy four is not 
eighteen twenty and 
an agrarianism is yet and optimistic and 
knowing other geopolitics 

child centered learning to say every child is child centered and 
an environment inwhich 
replicability and 
a mind of science as childlike is 
two children as well debate upon little [things] 

social intercourse and 
whether language tomorrow is as today may be 
a question of metaphoric relevance that 
what is once important to mention as favor is 
tomorrow as relevant as my interest is relevant 

and the lunchroom and comparatively 
and the co op where grain is sold and shovels are purchased 
and where small talk as 
vernacular importance and 
what is socially prescribed in an agreeable fashion 

a front stoop patio in a desolate area a life size 
wooden indian 
full headdress 
an empty bench next to the wooden indian so 

what is silence when there is more than myself present 
I do mention the wooden indian was on a tourist path to the grand canyon and 
to say literature is inclusive of cartography and 
the brochures and 
an admiration of what is land with gatorade in hand 
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The army blanket 

heavy wool and drab 
were said wool ins’lates as wet 
covers to rest sleep 

Waking afore sunrise with a thing to do 

Quiet packed coffee 
thermos notes weather cold clear 

nor anticipatory 

[sunrise only the sun as being already] [no one on the road] 
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On the reverence of forward 

An idea is 
thought 
were an interest [then] 
and how 
were logistics 
having teleologized an interest 
 four days travel by vehicle 
 three days to stay at the bed and breakfast 
 four days travel by vehicle [home] 
 clothing food stay along the way 
 gasoline seven fillups were fifty dollars per fillup 
 swimming clothes 
 a roadside motel is fifty dollars per evening an holiday inn express may  
 be one hundred dollars per evening and traveling the following morning 
so logistics 
time is good  u s currency budget travel eight hundred and one to one with 
canada is eight hundred canadian dollars travel and the bed and breakfast one 
hundred and fifty dollars per night is twelve fifty travel plus food three 
nights fine dining convenience store apples and bottled water and occasional 
fast food on the nine day travel is fifteen fifty translatable dollars 
having established a constraints of travel and currency [then] 

is to one’s own travel 

on the reverence of forward as a conceptual idea 

whose teleology and 

am I interested and 

what constraints 

on the reverence of forward 

would there not need to be someone in front of me to revere forward 

and to say 

what excitement to what gossip and 

I plan to watch apocalypse now again this evening the original and widescreen 
version on 

occasion I enjoy popcorn with morton salt 
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Were I to pour two twelve ounce torpedo pale ales into one large chilled beer 
glass of twenty five ounces and had completed seven eighths of the liquid would 
I feel remorse 

ok 

want another 

[question] 

and the dialogicism of plato ensues nor bakhtinian because 

both are reverent because 

bakhtin is mentioned in regards to dostoyevsky by the bakhtinian circles and 
not himself 

torpedo pale ale is seven point four abv brewed by the sierra nevada brewing 
company in chico california if I am not mistaken 

you do not say 

[rhetoric] 
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The christmas tree on january two 

Taken down 
this year artificial 
the same ornaments and 
the stockings 
the lights 

I leave my wreath on my front door until late february as 
no other holiday presents itself until 
easter 
whensuch 
marshmallow peeps I prefer the pink ones though yellows are okay 

the snow is gone 
then 

and the christmas box in the closet for 
keeping 

natural christmas trees smell good 
may be composted with regard to nitrogen and 
to say a live christmas tree has been chainsawed is to say 
the christmas tree were it spruce were it juniper will not reproduce 

I have an angel for the top of my tree 

I have a stained glass star for the top of my tree I decide every 

year 

boxed until next thanksgiving 
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Old movies were I to say old films some may understand 

Terminator animal house wonder boys high plains drifter 

popcorn 

shall we describe and 

after the movie 

were I to mention I read the book _back to the future_ afore I saw the movie 
_back to the future_ would you think the same of me 

were I to mention I read the novella _the body_ afore I saw the movie _stand by 
me_ would you think the same of me 

I watched _snow white and the seven dwarves_ locally somewhere in nineteen 
seventy six and I was carrying a plastic canteen with kool aid and walked home 
after the movie 

and _star wars_ nineteen seventy seven drive in theatre from the opened rear of 
a buick station wagon with blankets afore _star wars_ had ‘new hope’ attached 

nightmare on elm street at a theatre friday the thirteenth in someone’s living 
room 

dustin hoffman and robert redford and president nixon resignation 

clint eastwood his first academy award at age seventy six _unforgiven_ with 
morgan freeman who was a character in _shawshank redemption_ as well which I 
had previously read the novella _shawshank redemption_ 

raisonnettes with california grapes covered in milk chocolate are healthy are 
not raisonnettes with california grapes covered in milk chocolate healthy 

may I have a jujubee I sure do prefer them to dots 

shh 
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Buried in the backyard 

Were there money 
were there a body 
were there flower bulbs for spring 

would I let you know 

as a child I grabbed the shovel from the garage 
went to an area where no one had ever been 
I started digging 
to see if I could dig to china 

got tired after a while 

there were ants under rocks and horny toads under rocks 
another backyard 
I did not put them there 

I have heard of those growing up on farms say 
six feet of topsoil 
okay 
what is buried under your topsoil 

there were dandelions I recall 
many years ago 
bouquets of dandelions and 
the fluffseed of dandelion are a topical seed though 
roots three times the length of the stem and 
leaves can be made into dandelion wine 

were there an anchor buried in my backyard 
would I mention to an invited guest 
the six foot tall three ton anchor 
underground 
may or may not be a question of 
how not to be conspicuous 

and the shoveled lump of soil may be 
the start of a question 

as to 
why do you have an anchor 
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Buried in the frontyard 

By the flagpole raisers 
to bear the flags 

were tossed coins into the mortar I watched 

there were a nest of rabbit newborns 
chomped by muffin the poodle 
one was carried to the front door as gift or trophy for those who notice 
the others left in their dirted bunny hole 
there were five not including the prided bunny left 
to be interpreted by those who would see 
not certain to mention what a rural poodle ponders 
gift trophy though mention 
the rabbit newborns of four inches in length each 
were not eaten 

and the fire hydrant with an open side 
nor water happening 
something lucky into late at night 
the fire hydrant was in my front yard 

what should be buried in my frontyard 

tamped foundations 

and were I to leave a residue of humanity at the next rebuilding of the world 
trade center towers afore a tamped ground exists 

ask of permanance ask of sandy soil and 

whether copper is preferable longitudinally to zinc and 

what is the best year of what denomination because 

no one will know and 

whether what one buries is consistent with 
an existing ecosystem 
whether what one buries is inconsistent with 
an existing ecosystem 
takes as an invasive species takes 
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The hierophant 

Sacred text 
the interpretation 
a written collection of poems 
an homily 

the sycophant 

the insultory gesture 
the peripatetic want for property indirectly 

there were an ignatian from sauk city said 
august derleth 
a migration from what is now green bay said another 
source 
and lewis and clark proved what 
missionaries prove in 
ministry 
with and without beads there were a book traveled 
along 
sauk city to the warmer weathers of 
what is now milwaukee and 
august derleth 
phonetically spelled at least one word in 
his lesser celebrated poetry 

the hierophant 
and where to start were there no origin to literature 
and were there an origin to text 
[then] 
the hierophant and 
writing instrument 
to once say aloud to once start a library 

were an original celebrated calligraphically 
what is simpler to appreciate 
mention to those who listen 
in a measure 

I viewed a calligraphied bible at the chazen museum written in english 
translated from an original text of the bible 
of the calligrapher’s choice 
and to say the seconded calligraphy translated into english is 
itself 
hierophantic the calligrapher the hierophant and 
without pulpit and 
presented under glass as temporary exhibit of three months 
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The gestation period of rabbits is eight weeks 

I have a live trap though may not be large enough to trap a rabbit 
I ate rabbit at a restaurant in georgetown 
tasted like chicken 
a nineteen seventy seven rabbit sped one hundred and one miles per hour to 
prove one hundred in nineteen eighty six 
I owned a two thousand and seven volkswagen rabbit purchased in two thousand 
and six and proved one hundred and twenty six miles per hour on the speedometer 
on gutting a rabbit whether to remove the hair or the guts afore cooking 
whether a multiplicity of newborn bunnies may be used as bait one at a time in 
regards to a muskellunge friday fish fry 
the rabbits in my backyard have no natural predators 
were I to trap one or two or three rabbits successfully and eat them 
deliciously would the other rabbits migrate to the opposite side of the county 
road 
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New year’s eve 

The countdown and 
new year 

Tomorrow is sunday after saturday 
tomorrow is church 
the first of the year 

one of the popes gregory made official the calendar 
the seventh day were the sabbath 
three hundred sixty five and one quarter days in the year 
to say counting 
winter to winter 

the farmer’s almanac the newsstand 
when to plant 

crouching tiger hidden dragon subtitles 
start with intermissions and complete 
fall asleep nine pm 
wake at eleven forty pm to celebrate 
my christmas tree is still 
up 

nbc15 broadcasts from new york city and mentions 
the new year one hour later 
countdown and all 

what I have to look forward to next year 
church at eight am 
and my new year’s resolution 
learn how to ice skate inwhich learn how to hockey stop 
whether 
people are watching or not 

I have an atomic watch I once had a battery replaced 
not knowing 
the watch is solar and 
charged seven dollars plus tax 
keeps time to the one millionth of a second including 
the calendar day and 
the day of the week 
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Praxis and smoking 

Create fire 
light cigarette 
smoke cigarette 
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On those that have farms in cities 

I stole two ears of corn not knowing if the ears were field corn or sweet corn 
the ears were in my fridgerator four weeks and 
were thrown away 
and two seasons after 
I stole two ears of corn not knowing if the ears were field corn or sweet corn 
I boiled one ear and the sweetness was good though the texture my thought was 
the kernels were not what I was familiar with there may have been a small area 
atween each of the kernels which had me consider texture which was not as 
desirable as corn I have previously purchased from the grocery store for eight 
ears for two dollars 

nearby is a farm in a pocket of madison which I 

do not mention too loudly though 

grows corn nearby seasonal harvest barn and tractors and two generational homes 
on the corn only land 

I have not seen the farmers and 

their corn starts growing in june for each of the last twenty years 

I saw a tractor near the capitol as I had breakfast at cooper’s and a good 
photograph for newsweek though the tractor parade leader with the u s and 
wisconsin flags on the back of the antique tractor rode in from watertown if I 
am not mistaken 

a farm is four hundred acres and with lifetime john deere tractor 

I toured the john deere factory manufacturing facility in des moines iowa and 
was three football fields long and two football fields wide and a two year 
waiting list for their top model 

des moines has a nice downtown area 
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Watershed and a nordic fall line 

Hilltop 
were horizon about and easterly 
a water flows easterly 
snow melts easterly 

 trickles flows to low 
 collects 
 pools 
 a line of empty creek left pebbled when there is no water 
 other water say stream capture say confluence when 
 a waters 
 down upon a lowest elevation called laketop lakesurface 
 raises a lake waters 
 a watercress springs 
 an annual creeks 
 gather 
 watershed 

 a marshbirds 
 a coffeepots 
 an ecosystem 
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The spider webs in the living room 

Were from last summer 
now floated and passive in a living room breeze 

nor spiders 
once invited for catching gnats and noceum nocei and 
spectacled for their presence 

it is winter and too 
honeybees hibernate 
under logs 
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A book of poetry mentions 

The civil war 

the book of kjells 

that which is great now appears small 

poultice from a writer who committed suicide 

the phonetic spelling of a geopolitic 

hey 

mister tambourine man 
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On empathy toward nature 

The interstate highways numbered even latitudinally numbered odd longitudinally 
migrations 
and of landfills 
and of polluted water and of damaged species 
and of mines deep into the earth and 
what is left is 
sightly 

an idea of population management among wildlife biologists among foresters 
a constraints 
one municipality and 
another 
whether the forest fire burns itself out and with 
pinecones opened 

were confidence of humanity’s beings to expect seventy six point one years of 
age though 
not sure [they] [nature] 

I throw apple cores out of my window 

wildfowers across the street in the county park I appreciate aswith the 
butterflies and rabbits say prairie 

and the snow is cleansing when the winter 

and turns to rain and the leaves again to start the green 
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Having defined nature where I have not traveled 

Ethnoastronomy 
and why the moon were named moon and 
sentry polaris 
orion 

and the stars are fixed in their patterns 

and I am not interested in traveling to one foot below the deepest point of all 
of the oceans 

and twenty seven thousand feet elevation by foot is admirable 

the sounds of a forest at camp at midnight 

and beach a crashing surf to sleep to all night 

daybreak 

is astronomical may or may not include the moon during daybreak’s lighted hours 

campstove and stovetop espresso 

golden grahams and powdered milk which is good for making pudding with milk 

I once stood on the top of a fifteen foot drop was the summertime 

stood for at least ten seconds 

I have not floated the mississippi river to new orleans how hard could it be 
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On whether my biological mother’s side had a preferable looking cousin or 
whether my biological father’s side had a preferable looking cousin during my 
high school days 
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On how to become a shotputter 

1] 

Throw a mushball at age ten and keep in mind one’s furthest distance 

2] 

brag to those nearby that are throwing not as far 

3] 

when track season opens in ninth grade register as ‘thrower’ 

4] 

slide / glide for shotputting, rotary for discus 

twelve pound shotput for boys through senior year in high school 
eight pound shotput for girls through senior year in high school 
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